CALL FOR UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH POSTER PROPOSALS

The Women, Gender, and Sexuality Program (WGS) & Sexual Empowerment and Awareness at Tennessee (SEAT) present our inaugural

COLLABORATIVE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM

Proposals Due: **November 20, 2017**
Symposium: **January 31, 2018**
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm, Hodges Library

Followed by a Keynote Lecture by Dr. Heather Berg, University of Southern California

This symposium will showcase interdisciplinary undergraduate research related to the values and interests of WGS and SEAT. It will address prominent issues facing our campus by prioritizing research that benefits or uplifts voices of marginalized people.

This safe, intellectually stimulating environment welcomes undergraduate UT students of all disciplines and research perspectives. Students will share their experiences with research and engage with an interdisciplinary community of student scholars of gender and sexuality.

Proposal topics may include, but are not limited to, these areas of research as they intersect with gender and sexuality:

- science, technology, or health care
- race, ethnicity, or class
- history, art, music, or literature
- religious studies
- feminist theory or LGBTQ studies
- intersectionality theory
- activism or discrimination
- reproductive justice or sex work
- disability studies
- performance, media, or popular culture

Apply online by Nov. 20 (abstracts of 250 words) at: [http://tinyurl.com/yaghl4oj](http://tinyurl.com/yaghl4oj)

Questions? Contact Dr. Rachel Golden (rmgolden@utk.edu) or Julie Edwards and Patrick Sonnenberg, SEAT Co-Chairs (sexweekut@gmail.com)